Death Valley Sand Dunes, IV, Nevada | Hexagram #42 – I/Increase (from the series Images In The Heavens, Patterns On The Earth; The I Ching)

Date
1999 (printed 2006)

Primary Maker
David Scheinbaum

Medium
a.) gelatin silver print with b.) printed text panel

Description
Vertical close-up of sand dune with patterns created by the environment, in this case, a strong vertical shape at right with three landscape with large rock formation filling foreground from left edge to approximately center. Along front of composition are trees. Background shows what looks like a distant rock formation and sky.

Dimensions
Image (a): 10 3/4 × 4 in. (27.3 × 10.2 cm) Support (a): 11 3/8 × 4 5/8 in. (28.9 × 11.7 cm) Mat (a): 22 × 18 in. (55.9 × 45.7 cm) Image (b (Text)): 14 9/16 × 3 5/8 in. (37 × 9.2 cm) Support (b): 21 7/8 × 7 in. (55.6 × 17.8 cm)